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Outer this world
TOP 5 SUBURBS FOR
MEDIAN HOUSE PRICE
GROWTH 2016

2. WILLIAMSTOWN NORTH,
HOBSONS BAY
rose 37.2 per cent to $1,135,500
3. CLYDE NORTH, CASEY
rose 36.4 per cent to $432,500
4. WINDSOR, STONNINGTON
rose 35.9 per cent to $1,433,927
John and Pritika
Naidu — with
daughter Kaitlan,
nearly 3, and a baby
on the way — chose
Rockbank’s Woodlea
estate, attracted by
its open spaces.
Picture: KYLIE ELSE

5. PARKVILLE, MELBOURNE
rose 34.4 per cent to $1,717,500

SCOTT CARBINES
dian prices in growth suburbs
reflected a supply of new housing. “Previous medians are
based upon existing stock,
which is of a lower quality and
a lower price, while the new
stock is a much better quality
and higher price, which exacerbates the growth,” he said.
Advantage Property Consulting director Frank Valentic
said the top suburbs for median price growth showed a
changing of the guard.
“Five years ago it would
have only been inner suburbs.
Blue-chip areas would have
taken most of the top 10 spots,”
he said. “The ripple effect is really having a big effect as housing affordability pushes people
further out.”
Mr Valentic said City of
Melton suburbs had not
notched strong growth over
the past 10 years.
But YPA Caroline Springs
director Joel Rawle said plan-
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ned new amenities at Mirvac’s
Woodlea estate at Rockbank
were drawing buyers in and
giving the area new life.
“It’s always been a stagnant
area, there are no shopping facilities there, you had to go to
Caroline Springs or Melton,”
he said. “Having that Woodlea
development move forward
quickly with a lot of parks has
attracted a lot of people.
There’s no shopping centre yet
in Woodlea but there are plans
for a town centre, so obviously
people are moving in now because they can see, long-term,
once the centre goes up the
prices will go up too.”
John and Pritika Naidu
moved into their house in
Woodlea estate at the end of
last year.
“I’ve got a nearly threeyear-old daughter and another
on the way so we were looking
for something that had youngfamily values and that sense of
community,” Mr Naidu said.
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OFFICIALS in Atlanta,
Georgia have granted a
couple’s request to issue a
birth certificate giving their
toddler daughter the
surname “Allah” after earlier
refusing to do so because
neither parent had the name.
While some hailed it a
victory for free expression, a
Muslim group criticised the
use of the Arabic word for
“God” as culturally
insensitive.
Elizabeth Handy and Bilal
Walk’s daughter, ZalyKha
Graceful Lorraina Allah, who
will soon turn two, already
has two siblings with the
surname “Allah”.
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TESLA is recalling 53,000
Model S sedans and Model X
SUVs worldwide because their
parking brakes may get stuck
and prevent the cars moving.
The recall affects vehicles
built between February and
October 2016. Tesla says fewer
than 5 per cent of the vehicles
it is recalling may be affected,
but it wants to inspect them all
to make sure.
The vehicles may contain a
small gear that was manufactured improperly by a supplier.
If the gear breaks, the parking
brake could become stuck in
place. The normal brakes are
not affected by the problem.

PARENTS WIN
ALLAH FIGHT

1. ROCKBANK, MELTON
rose 47.5 per cent to $281,500

OUTER suburbs outshone
Melbourne’s blue-chip postcodes for median house price
growth last year.
Rockbank in the west and
Clyde North in the southeast
rocketed to No.1 and No.3 on
the list of strongest-performing suburbs in the year to
January. Rockbank’s median
house price soared 47.5 per
cent to $281,500, according to
the latest CoreLogic data.
Clyde North, almost 50km
southeast of the CBD, surged
36.4 per cent to $432,500.
The median house price in
middle-western suburb Ardeer
also recorded strong growth of
33.3 per cent, to $520,000.
Research, in the northeast,
rose 28.2 per cent to $860,000.
Affordable housing, new estates and improving infrastructure have lured buyers to the
city’s outer reaches where sales
have boomed.
However, CoreLogic head
of research Cameron Kusher
said some huge leaps in me-

Tesla brake
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